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Instructions for attaching the Retro-Fit Bib to your Mask
Step #1

There are 2 different sections of protective tape on your Retro-Bib that cover the adhesive used to attach your Retro-Bib
to the bib of your current mask bib. First remove the larger section of protective tape from your Retro-Bib as depicted

below. (You will not remove the smaller section until the entire front of the Retro-Bib is secured in place).

Front of Retro-Bib Back of Retro-Bib Remove Protective Tape

Step #2 Step #3

With both the front of your mask and the front of your
Retro-Bib facing you, slip the Retro-Bib over your mask bib,
making sure that it is centered, and the larger portion of the

Retro-Bib covers the front of the mask bib, while the
smaller portion on the opposite side overlaps the back of

your mask bib. Your mask bib should be sitting in the small
pocket like shape of the retro bib.

Once the mask bib is centered, make sure it’s completely in
the Retro-Bib “pocket” so that the Retro-Bib is as far over

the mask bib as possible, and essentially acts as a “second
skin” to your current mask bib. Press firmly down on the

front of the mask bib to adhere the Retro-Bib to the front of
your mask once you have made sure everything is in place.
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Step #4

Now remove the smaller section of protective tape from the back of the Retro-Bib in the underside of your mask. Once you
have made sure that this section is as form fitting to your mask bib as a “second skin” in the back, press firmly to adhere

this section onto your bib.

Remove Tape Secure to Inside of Bib Entire Retro-Bib now Secure

Congratulations! You now have a foil mask with a conductive bib!

Please note: The Retro-Fit Bib is designed to fit Absolute Fencing brand masks only. 


